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Conditions are given which guarantee the boundedness of the operator valued set 
function associated with a semigroup and a spectral measure. The result is applied 
to represent the solution of a hyperbohc evolution equation m terms of a path 
space integral. The representation, which has been obtained by T. Ichinose, applies 
to the Dirac and wave equations in two space-time dimensions. A further applica- 
tion is given for the Schrodinger equation in the momentum representation. 
ii’ 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
The application of operator valued measures to the perturbation of 
semigroups has been developed in a paper by I. Kluvinek 181, where the 
essential features of the Feynman-Kac formula are applied in a new setting. 
The point of departure is to view the Feynman-Kac formula directly in 
terms of operators, as follows. 
Suppose that (Q,Y, (9pt),30, (Pr)\.tRd; (X,),,,) is the Wiener 
process on Rd. For each x E Rd, P’(X, = x) = 1. Let p be a number such 
that 1 d p-< co, and denote the LP-space with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure 1 on R” by L”(i). A semigroup of operators S’,(t): L”(i) -+ L”(i), 
t >O is defined on L”(I) by setting S,(t) d(x)= Pr(boX,), FEEL”, for 
A-almost all x E R”, and all t > 0. For each 1 < p < a3, the infinitesimal 
generator [2] of the C,-semigroup S,, is the closure $ A, of the operator 
i (d’/dxf + . . . +8*/3x:) in the space ,!,“(I.). 
Now define the operator M,(A): LP(A) ---t L”(i.) by 
for every time t 30, and for every set A E $‘. Here LP(/l) and ,5p’(iU), 
l/p + l/p’= 1 are in duality via the pairing (4, I/I) = jRdq3(.x) $(x) dw, 
$6 E LP(/I), I) EL”‘(l). 
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The set function A + M,(A), A E 9; is an operator valued measure. 
Under the appropriate conditions. if V: R” ---) C is a Bore1 measurable 
function, then the operators R(f) defined by 
form a C,,-semigroup whose generator is associated with the sum of $A,>, 
and the operator of multiplication by V, acting on L”(i). 
There is an operator valued set function associated with ~ln.r 
CO-semigroup and spectral measure acting on a Banach space. This note is 
concerned with that case in which the set function is o-additive, and so the 
proof of the FeynmanKac formula applies to the new setting [S]. Par- 
ticular examples of the non-a-additive case have been dealt with elsewhere 
Cl, 5, 91. 
In Section 1, Proposition 1 gives a condition for a spectral measure P 
and a contraction semigroup S so that the associated (S, P, t)-set function 
is bounded as an operator valued set function defined on an algebra of 
subsets of the set of paths. The condition is satisfied in the case that P is 
multiplication by characteristic functions on an L *-space. The result is 
simple to prove by induction, but it does give a widely applicable technique 
for the construction of a-additive operator valued measures. 
Two well-known classes of measures related to the solutions of evolution 
equations are described in the present setting, in order to demonstrate that 
the same mathematical phenomonon is associated with the two apparently 
different physical situations. To this end, the result is applied in Section 2 
to the hyperbolic evolution equations treated by T. Ichinose [3]. This gives 
a new proof of the a-additivity of the measure defined in 133. An appeal 
to the Trotter product formula shows that the operator valued measure 
associated with the evolution equation is concentrated on Lipschitz 
continuous paths. The equations covered include the wave equation and 
the Dirac equation in two space-time dimensions. 
In Section 3, the Schrodinger equation in the momentum representation 
is treated, and the representation of Maslov and Chebotarev [ 1 l] is 
recovered. Further examples are thereby given of o-additive (S, P, t)- 
measures, other than those associated with parabolic partial differential 
equations and dynamical systems [S]. 
Although the proof of the fundamental Lemma 1 is elementary, the 
operator viewpoint is essential. For example, it does not necessarily follow 
that the scalar set functions produced by analogy with the construction of 
the Wiener measure have bounded variation, even when the semigroup S 
is associated with a signed transition function (compare Theorem 2.3 of 
[ 1 I). However, according to Lemma 1, the associated operator calued set 
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functions are bounded, and only a standard argument is then needed to 
show that they are a-additive on the collection of all paths. Additional 
analysis is needed to determine the support properties of the operator 
valued measure. Furthermore, a vector measure with values in an infinite 
dimensional Banach space need not have bounded variation, although its 
range must be bounded; Lemma 1 only ensures the boundedness of the 
(S, P, t)-set function on the algebra generated by the elementary events, 
which is sufficient for applications to Feynman-Kac formulas. 
Applied to the spectral measure P of multiplication by characteristic 
functions on an L r-space X, Proposition 1 shows that the (S, P, [)-set 
function is bounded whenever the semigroup S is a contraction on X. This 
illustrates why we can expect measures to be directly associated with 
hyperbolic evolution equations, such as the Dirac and wave equations. 
only in space-time dimensions less than three. In three or more dimensions, 
the formation of caustics precludes the solution of the wave equation being 
bounded by the sup-norm of the initial data [6, p. 1291. 
1. BOUNDED PROCESSES 
Let E be a locally convex space, and /1 a locally compact space. Denote 
the Bore1 a-algebra of n by $?(A). Let L&‘(E) denote the continuous linear 
operators on E, equipped with the topology of simple convergence. The 
identity map on E is denoted by I. Given two subsets A and B of E. the 
collection of all vectors x + J, x E A, 1% EB is denoted by A + B. 
A semigroup of operators acting on E is a mapping S: [0, cc) --f Y(E) 
such that S(0) = I; ,S(t + s) = S(r) S(S), for every t 3 0 and s 3 0. The semi- 
group S is called a C,-semigroup if the mapping t + S(t), t 3 0 from [0, x ) 
to 9(E) is continuous. A spectral measure on %?(A) is an operator valued 
measure P: g(n)-+ Y(E) such that for every A, BE@(A), P(An B)= 
P(A) P(B), and P(A) = I. 
The space of paths Q consists of some collection of functions 
W: [0, x) + /i. For each t 3 0, the random variable X,: R -+ n is defined by 
X,(w) = w(t). The smallest algebra of subsets of Q containing every set 
X,;‘(A), 0 <s 6 t, A E &?(.4) is denoted by x. As is customary, sets such as 
{od’:X,,(o)~B ,,..., X,,(O)EB,} with O<tl< . . . <t,<t, B, ,..., B,,E 
a(/i) are simply denoted by {X,, E B,, . . . . Xfn E B,,}, and are termed elemen- 
tary events before time t. The space Q is assumed to contain sufficiently 
many functions so that the elementary event (X,, E B,, . . . . Xfn E B,,), 
0 6 t, < . < t, is never empty, provided each of the Bore1 sets B,, . . . . B,, 
is non-empty. For the present purposes, Q will either be the collection of 
all continuous functions 0: [0, co) --f ii, or the collection of all functions 
w: [O, co)+A. 
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Let S: [0, co) --) Y(E) be a semigroup of operators, P: &l(A) -+ Y(E) a 
spectral measure and t a non-negative number. An additive set function 
M,: Y(E) --f dip(E) such that 
for every elementary event A = {X,, E B,, . . . . X,” E B,,}, with 0 < t, < < 
t,, < t, B, , . . . . B, E 33(n ), will be called an (S, P, t)-set function. 
The values of the set function M, are uniquely by its values on elemen- 
tary events before time t. Let M, be the (S, P, t)-set function for each t > 0. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that for every x E E and number r such that 0 6 r d t, 
there exists a bounded subset K,, of E, such that x E K, I, and 
i f’(B,) S(s) K,,, s K,.,+ ,. 
,=I 
for all pairwise disjoint sets B,, . . . . B,, E%~(A), n = 1, 2, . . . . and every s 2 0 
such that r + s 6 t. Then the (S, P, t)-set function M, is bounded on the 
algebra 8. 
Proqf: The result is proved by induction. Let x E E. Suppose that for all 
finite families 
bK, E B;, . . . . X,, E B:}, n = 1, . . . . m, m = 1, 2, . . . . 
of pairwise disjoint elementary events with 0 < t, < < t, < t, t > 0, it 
follows that 
Any finite, pairwise disjoint family of elementary events before t can be put 
in this form, by setting some of the sets By, . . . . B;, n = 1, . . . . m, equal to A, 
if necessary. 
Condition (1) is true for k = 1, because 
Now suppose that the assertion is true for k = j. We show that it is true 
for k=j+ 1. 
Let m be a positive integer, and suppose that {X,, E B;, . . . . X,+, E By+ 1 }, 
n = 1, . . . . m, is a family of pairwise disjoint elementary events with 
o<t1< .” <t,+, d t. By making a suitable decomposition of each event 
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and appealing to the additivity of M,,_,, it may be assumed that the sets 
B,“+,areidenticalforn,6n<n,,+,,p=l,...,~(n,=l andn,+,=m+l), 
and pairwise disjoint otherwise (discarding P-null sets). Then 
= i P(By+,) S(t,+, -t,)““~~’ M,,((X,,EB;, . . . . X,,E B;})x 
p=l n = I$ 
which proves the induction hypothesis for k = j + 1, so it is true for all 
k = 1, 2, 
Choosing t, = f shows that M, is bounded on the collection of all finite 
unions of pairwise disjoint elementary events, that is, the algebra cq 
generated by the elementary events. m 
Remarks 1. (a) If x E E, then we can set K,, equal to the range of 
M,x on cy, s > 0. If M, is bounded for every 0 <s < t, then the condition 
above holds with respect to the family K, F, K,, = P(@A)) x; the condition 
is therefore necessary and sufficient for the boundeness of M,,: q -+ Y(E) 
for every 0 < s d 1. 
(b) If the sets K,,, 0 d s d t are all relatively weakly compact in E, 
and the locally convex space E is quasicomplete and barrelled, then M, is 
the restriction of an 9(E)-valued measure on the a-algebra generated by 
x, by virtue of the Hahn-Caratheodory-Kluvanek extension theorem for 
vector measures [lo]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 11. /) be a norm on the locally convex space E. 
Suppose that there exists a > 0 such that ilS( t)ll < e”‘, for all t > 0. 
Let P: 99(A) +9’(E) be a spectral measure with the property that 
IlC:, , P(B,) x, II < 1, whenever l/xii) d 1, and B,EA?(A), i= 1, . . . . n, we 
pairuyise disjoint, n = 1, 2, . . . . Then for every t > 0, the range of’ the 
(S, P, t)-measure on q is pointwise bounded nith respect to the norm 1). /I 
on E. 
Proqf: Let K.,,, = { y : I/ ~11 d e“‘> for any x in the unit ball of E, and any 
s 3 0, and appeal to Lemma 1. 1 
Remarks 2. (a) Suppose that E is a Banach space with norm j/ .II. Let 
P’: .%?(A) -+ Y(E’) be the spectral measure adjoint to P. Then P satisfies 
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the assumptions of the proposition if and only if P’s’ has finite variation 
for every .Y’ E E’, and the total variation is bounded by 1 as .Y’ varies over 
the unit ball of E’. By virtue of a similar argument. the conditions of the 
proposition hold if, for example, E is the space I,’ (jL) equipped with the 
weak*-topology, and P is multiplication by characteristic functions, that is. 
for every BE .d(R”) and Ic/ t L ’ (i), P(B) I,!I = x,~@. 
(b) The result may be compared with Theorem 2.3 of [I], Any scmi- 
group S on L I (j”) determined by a complex-valued transition function 
y,(s, y) such that SK,, lp,(.\-. )‘)I ((1, 6 I. t > 0, \-E R” is a contraction; so con- 
sidered as a set function on the algebra generated by the elementary events. 
the operator valued (S. P. r)-measure is bounded for the spectral measure 
P of multiplication by characteristic functions. The scalar quasi-mcasurc 
defined by Daletskii [I, p. 15) may not. however. have bounded variation. 
Prmf: The (C’. P. [)-measure satisfies the assumptions of Proposition I 
by virtue of [7. 1X Theorem 2.1 11. 1 
The following result is useful for guaranteeing the rr-additivity of 
bounded Bore1 measures. 
Proofs J-et IHZ/: .Y -+ [O. ‘CC ) be the variation of 1~1. It is sufficient to 
show that for every t: > 0 there exists a compact subset KE .li of 
X,x ... xX,, such that Inll(K’)<r:. Set X=X,x ... xX,, and let P,. 
i = 1, ._., li be pairwise disjoint product sets such that JJJi( A’) ~ 
Ct=, /1J2( P,)i < C. 
Put S- Iml(X)-E:_, lm(P,)l. Then it is easy to see that for each 
i= 1. . . . . k we can find compact product sets K,c P,, such that 
ln?(P,JK,)) <(l:-h)),ik. It follows that ImI(X)-~~ , IIJ?(K,)~ CCL Let K== 
uf , K,. Then lr?ll(K)>~~ , ~tw(K,)l, so that ~PJII(K’ JCL. 1 
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If each of the spaces A’,, . . . . A’,, is R”. then the regularity assumption is 
satisfied if and only if PII is separately o-additive in each variable on the 
collection of product sets. 
The following proposition is used to extend bounded g-additive operator 
valued measures defined on an algebra .‘/’ to the generated a-algebra (r(// 1. 
It is a particular result of the general theory of vector measures. but the 
proof is simpler in the present context. 
P~YJC$ For every (by 1. (ill, C) and J/E L’(jr. C). according to the 
Carath&odory Hahn extension theorem, there exists ;I hca!ar measure 
:tf, ,,!, : a( :I ) --t C such that M,#. ,i, (A)= (m(A)& If?) for every AE.‘/. Let 
K-sup t i ,, ,1117(.4 )‘I. Then as 4 ranges over the unit ball of L ’ (~1. C). and 
as I// ranges over the unit ball L’(/c. C). /i\~~,~,~(.4)~ ,< K for all ‘-1 trr(.l/ ). 
Consequently. there corresponds to each q5 E L ’ (11. c’) and .A E a(.~/ 1 21 
vector :1/1,,( .4 ) E I. (11. C ) such that (.U,,( .A ). 3 1: = :!I,,, ,:,( ‘-1 1 for ever! 
I) E I> ’ (p. C 1. and A -+ A!,+( .4 ). A E o(.‘/ ) is ri-additive for the weak*.. 
topology on I2 (I(. C). Moreover, ,! M,( A )I1 , < K for all ..I E li( ‘1 ) 2nd 
id ~ , s; I. 
It remains to prove that for each il t OT(.~/ ). 4 --f ,I/,,(.‘1 ). (i, t L (11. C) is 
\veak*-continuous into E. Let .N be the collection of sets .I E a(:/‘~ buch 
that the set function B+ M,,,,,,,(A ), Bt.F is o-additive for ever\ 
I// E L’(/I. C). By the Vitali -Hahn Saks theorem. /i is 2 monotone claa 
containing .i/‘. so // = n(:/‘). Therefore, for every .? E rr(.U ) and 
(1 E L’(/r, C), by virtue of the Radon -Nikod+m theorem thcrc corresponds 
a function YEL’(/~,C) such that ,2/1,,,(,4)=(!~, Y> for all (I)EL> i/l.(‘). 
Thus 4 -+ (M,(A). 41) = :lf,l,,,,,(.4) = (4, Y’). $E I. ’ (p, Cj is weak*- 
continuous. 1 
2. A HYPFRBOI.I(‘ EWXUTION EQUATIOY OF FIRST ORDFR 
We arc concerned now with the process associated with the :v x N hyper- 
bolic system of the first order 
;; l/Qt, x) = f p, ‘y- -- / ! t/4,(!, .u) +iQ+if.(t. .Y) @ft. .I-). 
) 
/ I f  .v, / .I 
0 < t < 7; .\- E R”, (31 
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where 0 < T < XI, and P,, 1 d 16 d, and Q are constant N x N-matrices, 
and A,(t,x), l<l<d, and V(t,x), O<r<T, .u~R~are real-valued func- 
tions. The function $ has values in C”. It is assumed that P,, 1 d 16 d, 
have only real eigenvalues and that they are simultaneously diagonalizable. 
The Dirac equation and the wave equation in two space-time dimensions 
satisfy these assumptions. The system is treated in detail by Ichinose 131, 
whose notation we follow. First, Theorem 1 and Propositions 2 and 3 are 
applied to obtain the associated operator valued measure acting on 
L’(p, C”), and then the support properties of this operator valued 
measure are determined via the Trotter product formula. 
There exists a non-singular N x N-matrix U such that 
) 1 d16d. 
Set A’ = (I. ‘, , .., 2 i,), j = 1, . . . . N. For each j = 1, . . . . N. For each ,j = 1, . . . . N, 
define T.{:Rd+Rd by T:(x)=x+3./t,.~~R~, tER. 
Let 1 < p < “o, and suppose that Jo is the Lebesgue measure on R”. 
Set E= Lp(p, C”). In the case that p = X, E is endowed with the 
weak*-topology. 
Define s,,(t): Lp(p, C”) -+ L”(p, C”) by 
C~S,(~)41,=(~d);T’,> tER, 
where the jth component of $ E C,’ is denoteed by tij, j= 1, . . . . N. Then 
s,(t) is an isometry on L”(,u, C”) for every t E R. For C’ initial datum 
4, t -+ s,(t) 4, t 3 0 is the solution of the Cauchy problem (2) with A, Q, 
and V zero. 
Let R,: CN -+ C be the projection map onto thejth coordinate vector e,, 
j= 1, . . . . N. Let W be the spectral measure of multiplication on E by the 
characteristic functions of Bore1 sets in R”, that is, for every BE 4?(R”) and 
$ E L”(p, C”‘), W(B) $ = xR$. For every elementary event A = {X,, E B,, . . . . 
X,n E B,, ), we have 
M,(A)4=S,(t) u-’ f (WY, ‘(A))R,W)e,, 
,= I 
for the (S,, W, t)-measure M,, where y,(~)(s) = T’ ,,(x), XER”, .s>O, 
j= 1, . . . . N. 
For the case Q = 0, we can obtain the collection vy, X, f 3 0, x E R” of 
N x N-matrix-valued, countably additive path space measures of Ichinose 
[3], by settingp-x, 4,=1,,j=l,..., N, and vT,,(A)=M,(A)d(-x). 
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The proof of the following lemma follows directly from the observation 
that the semigroup S, is unitarily equivalent to the direct sum of semi- 
groups induced by translations in R” with velocities r, ‘, j= 1, . . . . N. 
LEMMA 2. Let qk R”+ C” he u continuous ,function M’ith compact 
support. Then ,for each t > 0 and n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Set S”= (0~ Rd: 161 = 1 }. Let 
c+(H)=max{/l’.(!I:j= 1, . . . . N\ I> c (0)=min{l.‘.fl:,i= 1, . . . . Nj 
for every 6’ E Sd. For each t > 0 and x E R” set 
r(,.,.,=((s,4’)~RxR~:O~t6s,c (O)(.s-t) 
6(j~-.Y).N6~+(6))(s-t)forallBESdJ. 
For 0 < t < r, let R,,. .Jr) c Rd denote the intersection of I-(,, YI with the 
hyperplane {(r, Y)E R x R”). For a compact subset B of Rd define 
R,,, dr) = U \ t B R,,, \) (r). There is a slight difference between this notation 
and that of [3, Eq. (1.4))( 1.8)], because we are only interested in the 
forward conoid of dependence f(,, rI for a point (t, x) E [0, .x) x R”. 
LEMMA 3. Let 4: Rd-+ C” he u continuous jiinction tiith compact 
support. Then fix each t 3 0 and n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Proqf 
R 
Clearly U,y=, (...(iJi=, (supp$+i.” t))+2’z ;)+ . +i.‘ni)c 
(,,. ‘upp $,(t), so Lemma 2 estabhshes the conclusion. 1 
Let -iH be the generator of the C,-semigroup S,. If 1 < p < m, let 
T: [0, a) -+ Y(E) be the C,-semigroup generated by -iH + iQ. If p = a, 
let T: [0, ~0) -+ P’(E) be the dual of the C,-semigroup acting on L’(p, C”), 
generated by the sum iH’ - iQ’ of the adjoint iH’ of - iH, and the adjoint 
-iQ’ of iQ. 
LEMMA 4. Let d: R” --f C” he u continuous.function with compcrrt support. 
Then ,ftir ecrch t 3 0, T(t) q5 has a continuous representatiz:e i such thlrt 
SUPP i c R co. sup,, 4 ,( t ). 
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Pm~f: For the case that 1 <p < -x, the Trotter product formula gives 
Vr)#=lim,,+, (S,,(i)f~ IV’ ‘0” q5 in L”(/L. C ‘). For p = X, the convergence 
is in the weak *-topology of L ’ (IL, C ’ ). Also. for every $ E C,,( R”, C ’ ), the 
limit R(r)$=lim,, , , (S,, (~)d”“‘)“$ exists in the space C’,,(R”. C”) of 
continuous functions vanishing at infinity. and R(f) J, = r(t) q5 !t-a.e. 
Since R ,O.auppd,,( f) is a closed subset of R”. the result follows from 
Lemma 3. 1 
In the following. attention is restricted to the case II= 7 Then 
E= L’ (ji, C,“) has the weak*-topology with respect to the dual spacc 
L’(/i, C\‘). with the natural pairing. Thus, E is the continuous dual of 
.!,‘(/I. CL)= (E’. /QE’. El). 
For each I > 0 let M1 be the ( 7: W’. t )-set function on the space Q of all 
u~t7iit71~o11.s paths to: [O, x ) --$ R”. By virtue of Remark 2(a) and 
Theorem I. M, is a bounded, additive Y( E)-valued set function on :/;‘. Set 
A set A E:/, is said to be an o~w~ c~~~lit7rler .w/ it” ir is the union of 
finitely many sets of the form ~w~C2:A’,,(v~)c I’,. . . . . .%‘,,,(m)~ I,,; with 
0 < f, < -. < I,, < t, IA!, , . . . . C:,, open in R”. 17 = I. 3, . . . . Let (2, be the space 
of all continuous functions W: [O. f] + R”. 
Proof. Because 8, is a complete separable metric space in the uniform 
metric, o( T/:) n !2, is equal to the Bore1 a-algebra of R, [ 121. The set 
Supp, n Q, is closed in Q,, so Supp, E c(:/; 1. 
Lc~ .Y E R”, +4 G I<. j = I. _,_, Y. and define the set function 11: :/, + R by 
p(A ) = M,(A) &.Y),. A E -Y, (or more accurately, take the obvious repre- 
sentative of the equivalence class M,( A ) 4). Then 11 is bounded on ,‘/,, It is 
sufficient to show that if ,4 E :/, is an open cylinder set such that 
.4 nSupp,= $3. then /c(A) =O. 
There exists a positive integer t7, a projection Y’: R + (R”)“. and an open 
subset Ci of (R”)” such that A = ‘f/ ‘( L:). There exist 0 < r, c -CC t,, < t 
such that the projection ‘Y is given by ‘I/((!J)= (X,,(w). .,,, X,,,(CO)). for all 
(1) E Q. 
Now the set function 11 ‘1’ ’ defined by /J Y ‘(B) = ir( Y ‘(B)) for all 
sets B in the algebra generated by product sets C‘, x x C‘,,. 
C, E &(R”), . . . . C,, E ;A(R”) is bounded and separately c-additive. It follows 
by Proposition 2 that it is the restriction of a unique Bore1 measure, &o 
denoted by /r Y ’ on (R”)“. 
To prove that ,D ‘I/ ‘(c’) -0. it is enough to show that for any 
continuous function @: (R”)” + R with compact support contained in (‘. 
,H Y ‘(@)=O. 
Now Y ‘(k’) n Supp, = 0. so for every (.Y,, ._.. .\-,,)E I’. there exist 
I <j<X<n and OES” such that (.\-A -.Y,) ‘II> 1 +(O)(t,\ ~ I,) or 
(.Vi -- .‘,) 0 < 1’ (I))( f, - f,), otherwise a continuous path ($1 E Q, such tha: 
(11 E Y ‘(I’) u Supp, can be constructed. We can take i-X ~- 1, too. 
Let 
Then C’z (R”)“‘.c‘. Let x bc the collection of all continuous functions of 
the form Z(.Y)=Z,(.Y,)‘.’ Z,,(.Y,,). .X-E (R”)“. such that for sonic I 6 h -c/l. 
and each function 3, . __., 3,, has compact support in R”. 
By virtue of the Stone Weicrstrass theorem, the linear span .s/x/~(.‘t’l 01’ 
.‘I’ is dense in the continuous functions vanishing at Infinity in the locally 
compact space (R”)” C’. Any continuous function @: (R”)” 4 R with com- 
pact support contained in 1: can therefore bc uniformly approsimnted on 
(R”)” by a function from .s.~rr~(.l’). Hut for Z:: .i’. 
,l( E) = .Zf,(E, .I~,; ” f,; x,, ) d,(.\ ), 
=7‘ll--I,:) H’(Z,,).“T(r,-t,) ll’(Z,) T(t,)fj.\-). 
From Lemma 4. I(( Z) = 0. and the result follows. 1 
Let lj!JEE. $EE”. and Ict ,D be the bounded additive set function 
.4nQ,~(M,(i4)~.~).AE.‘/,. If we endow Q, with the topology 01 
pointwisc convergence. then the variation ~1’1 of il is a non-negative 
cylindrical measure on Q, [ 121. 
By virtue of the ArzelaPAscoli theorem, for any compact subset C‘ of R,‘. 
IX,, E Ci n Supp, n Q, is compact in Q, in the uniform metric. According 
to Lemma 5. 1,~ is cylindrically concentrated on Supp,n Cl,. that is. for 
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any linear map @: R, + Rk, k = 1, 2, . . . . continuous for the topology of 
pointwise convergence on 52,, 
Ipl(@-‘(@(SUPP, n n,))) = IpI( 
Moreover, for every t: > 0, there exists a compact subset C of R“ such that 
for any linear map @: R, -+ Rk, k = 1,2, . . . . continuous for the topology of 
pointwise convergence on R,, 
IPI(lA(@ ‘(~(iX,EC)nSupp,nn,)))<&. 
A theorem of Prokhorov [12] now shows that (~1 is the restriction to 
<V:n Q, of a unique regular Bore1 measure v on R,, with the uniform 
metric. Furthermore, v is concentrated on Supp, n Sz,. The same applies to 
((~1 + ~)/2 and (1~1 - ~)/2, so p is the restriction of a signed, regular Bore1 
measure concentrated on Supp, n l2,. 
An application of Proposition 3 now shows that M, is the restriction to 
:Y of an operator valued measure k,: ~(.4q) -+ 9(E) which has the 
required properties. 1 
Remarks 3. (a) The case of p = ‘x8 in Lemma 4 is also true if Q is a 
Bore1 measurable, N x N-matrix valued function on Rd, such that for some 
fl>O, iH’- iQ’- /I is the generator of a contraction semigroup on 
L’(p, C”). Therefore, Theorem 2 is also valid for this case. 
(b) Under the appropriate conditions on A,, I= 1, . . . . pi, and V, the 
hyperbolic system (2) with initial datum 4, has a solution f + $,, t > 0 
represented by 




The representation may be obtained as in [3, Theorems 3.1 and 3.31 or by 
virtue of semigroup approximation theorems [7]. 
(c) The Dirac equation in two space-time dimensions can be put in 
the form (2) [3, p. 321. An argument similar to that employed above, but 
instead using the sets 
l‘,,,v,= {(s,y)~RxR:O<t<s, 1pxj=s-t}, 
Supp,= {/X,-X,/ = lb-a\ forallO6a6b<t}, 
for each t > 0 and x E R, shows that the operator valued set function M, 
corresponding to the Dirac equation in two space-time dimensions is the 
restriction to <U: of an operator valued measure fi,: CJ(.~) -+ Y(E) such 
that @,(A) = &?,(A n Supp,), for all A E a(.U;‘). A thorough analysis of the 
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two-dimensional Dirac equation is given in [4], where it is shown that fi, 
is concentrated on paths with only finitely many changes of direction in the 
time interval [0, t]. 
(d) The wave equation in two space-time dimensions is 
$(O, x) =,f(x), $,(O, x) = g(x), .YE R, t 3 0. 
Let ~~(t,.~)=(a/i7t)~(t,~)--(‘(a/C7,~)~(t,,~), (a!ar)v(t,s)+c(a/~x)u(t,x)=O, 
with 
c(0, x) = g(x) - <f’(x), 4.x) = f(x), for all x E R. 
On setting 4 = (:I), the equation becomes 
$#=A&d+ieh Q=(; $4=(t; oc), 
40, xl = .f(x) 
> g(x) - q-‘(x) ’ 
x E R, 
which is of the form (2). 
3. THE SCHR~DINCER EQUATION IN THE MOMENTUM REPRESENTATION 
The Schrodinger equation can be expressed in a form with the momen- 
tum as a variable by taking a Fourier transform. The Cauchy problem in 
the momentum representation becomes 
-ih$(f,p)= -g-- V(ihV) $(t,p), 
i 1 
j 2 0, P E Rd, Q(0, P) = 4,(p,> P E Rd. (3) 
The operator V(ifN) is defined by the operational calculus for self- 
adjoint operators on i2(Rd, C). If V is a bounded complex-valued Bore1 
measurable function, then V(ihV) is a bounded operator on L’(R”, C). 
For a special class of bounded potentials V, Y(ifiV) is associated with the 
generator of a semigroup S on L”(R’, C) such that for some number /? 2 0, 
lls(t)ll m d e pr, for all t > 0. 
The Fourier transform 9~: Rd + C of a measure p: @(R”) -+ C is defined 
by 
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Let .FM(R”) denote the collection of all Fourier transforms of complex- 
valued measures on R”, and give it the norm defined by IlSpll = Var(n), 
where Var(p) is the total variation of 11 E .BM(R”). Then SM(R”) is a 
Banach algebra under pointwise multiplication, and it follows that for each 
~1 E M(R”), the function ,f; : R” -+ C defined by 
also belongs to the Banach algebra .9 M(R”). Furthermore, 1i.f; lj < PO’ for 
all I 3 0, with fl equal to the variation of the measure A --t p( -(l/h) A), 
A E a( R“). 
Now suppose that VE.FM(R~) with V= 3~. Then for every rapidly 
decreasing function I$, the Fourier transform of P~(~““’ 4 is the function 
;f + e’ 9”’ -K’ ’ 9& 0, 4 E R”. Therefore, there exists a measure r, E M(Rd) 
such that IZJ V(‘hV’ ‘4 = rr * 4, and if fl IS t h e variation of the measure ‘1 defined 
by A-+p(-(l/h) A), AE%(R’), then V(ihV)4=~ * 4, so V(ihV) defines a 
bounded linear operator on L’(R”, C). Moreover, IleP’(‘hV)‘& 3c 6 eil’ 11$11 (. 
The inequality remains true if the restriction of P”(~~‘I’ to the rapidly 
decreasing functions is extended to a weak*-continuous operator s(t) 
on L”(Rd, C). Let Q be the spectral measure on E= (L”(R”, C), 
a(L”(Rd, C), L’(R”, C))) of multiplication by characteristic functions. 
For every t 3 0, let M, be the (S, Q, t)-set function defined on the space R 
of all paths co: [0, Y;) -+ Rd. Then Theorem 1 ensures that M, is the 
restriction to the elementary events of an operator-valued set function 
acting on E, which is bounded and additive on the generated algebra. 
Let r be collection of all right-continuous functions o: [0, zo) + Rd with 
left limits, and with finitely many values. Let F be a locally convex space, 
and let ( E-, 9) be a measurable space. A vector measure m: 9 ---t F is said 
to be concentrated on a subset U of Z if for every set R E 9 disjoint from 
U, m(R) = 0. 
THEOREM 3. Let A he a \r,eak*-continuous operator on L” (R“, C), 
T(s) = eAr, s > 0, and let Q be the spectral measure of multiplication by 
characteristic functions, acting on L”(R”, C). Then the (T, Q, t)-set function 
defined on the space !2 of all paths co: [0, CD) --) Rd is the restriction to the 
algebra Sq of an operator z;alued measure I@, acting on ( L”(Rd, C), 
weak*). Furthermore, I@, is concentrated on the space r. 
ProoJ: A semigroup T generated by a bounded operator A on 
L”(Rd, C) satisfies the estimate 11 T(s)\1 d e’iA”J for all s > 0, so Theorem 1 
ensures that the (T, Q, t)-set function acting on L”(Rd, C) is bounded on 
the algebra .q. Let &, denote the a-additive extension of the (T, Q, t)-set 
function to the algebra a($) generated by <U;. Such an extension exists, 
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because M, is separately a-additive and bounded on :<, so Propositions 2 
and 3 apply. Then 
for every elementary event W= (X,, E B,, . . . . X,,, E B,,), with 0 < t, < ... < 
I,, < t, B, , . . . . B,, E &(R”). 
The set functions N,,,: ,Y: + 9’(L ’ (R”, C)) defined for each k = 0, I, 2, . . 
and W = [A’,, E B, . . . . . X,,s E B,, ) by 
N,,,(W) = 2 
(f-r,,)“‘.“(tz-rt,)” ll’“A,,>Q(B 
.i,,! ” ..io! 
,I 
) 
,,I+ + /,r i 
A ‘,I ‘Q( B,, ,)...A”Q(B,)A’” 
are well defined and additive by virtue of the binomial theorem. The equality 
A,( W) = I;=, N,,,( W) follows from the identity T(s) = C,:i;,I A”.s”/n! for 
all s 3 0; the sum converges in the uniform operator topology. 
Let B, be the closed unit ball of L ‘(Rd, C). Then for all pairwise disjoint 
Bore1 subsets Bi, i = 1, . . . . nz, of R”, x::“, Q(B,) I, E B, for any vectors 
.u;cB,, i= 1, . . . . n. The additive set functions N, are bounded on the 
algebra cq; the proof, as follows, proceeds as in Theorem 1. 
Let 4 E B, , and let I be a non-negative integer. Suppose that for all finite 
families 
{X,, E B;‘, . . . . A’,, E B;: 1, 17 = 1, . . . . m, m = 1 , 2, , 
of pairwise disjoint elementary events with 0 < f, < .. < t, < t, t > 0, it 
follows that 
>?I 
,,;, N,,,,({X,,+‘,..., X,$B;j)d+& (4) 
Any finite, pairwise disjoint family of elementary events before t can be put 
in this form, by setting some of the sets B’,‘, . . . . B;1, n = 1, . . . . m equal to R”, 
if necessary. 
Condition (4) is true for k = 1, because 
,>1 
,;, N /,r, W,,4M=,;, ~Q(R;MV~~~,. 
Now suppose that the assertion is true for all k <.j. We show that it is true 
for k=j+ 1. 
Let m be a positive integer, and suppose that {X,, E B’(, ._., X,, -, E By+ , ), 
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n=l , ..‘, m, is a family of pairwise disjoint elementary events with 
o<t,< ... <tj+, d t. By making a suitable decomposition of each event, 
and appealing to the additivity of N,,,,,,, it may be assumed that the sets 
By+ I areidenticalforn,16n<n,+,,p=1,...,q (n,=l andn,+,=m+l), 
and pairwise disjoint otherwise (discarding Q-null sets). Then for each 
n = 1, . . . . m, 
N L~,+,W’,,E 4, “‘1 X,,+,EB;+, 1) d 
= ,& (‘.I + 1,; “I’ Q( B:‘, , ) A’N, ,.,, ( ‘I X,, E 4’5 . ..> X,, E B:’ ) ) 4, 




= n;, i. (*I+ 1.; tJ)’ Q(B:‘+,)A’h ,.,,(~~,,EB;,...,X,,EB:})~ 
$+ L 1 
x c N, ,,,,({~,,EB;,...,X,,EB:‘))~ 
II = ,I/, 
c i lIAll’- ‘f;-’ (f,, , - f,)’ 
j=” (l-i)! i! 
i Q(BI’p+ , ) A’B, 
p= I 
which proves the induction hypothesis for k = j + 1, so it is true for all 
k = 1, 2, . 
Choosing t, = t shows that N,,, is bounded by IIAII’ t//l! on the collection 
of all finite unions of pairwise disjoint elementary events, that is, on the 
algebra x generated by the elementary events. For every 4 E L”(Rd, C), 
n,(S) 4 = C,“= , Nk,!( S) 4 uniformly for SE Sq. 
We now see that ai, is concentrated on r. For each k = 1, 2, . . . . let D, 
be the collection of all k-tuples (s 1, . . . . SJ of numbers such that 
0 < sI < < sk d t. Let E, be he collection of all k-tuples (x, , . . . . xk) of 
vectors in Rd such that x, #x,+ ,, .j= 1, . . . . k - 1. Define the map 
J,:D,xE, --+Q for (s ,,..., sk)~Dk and (x ,,..., xk)cEk by 
Jd(b, > . ..> s,c)> (x, 1 . ..> .yk))) = Y, 
where y: [0, a) + R“ is the path such that J!(S) = x, for all s, , <s < s,, 
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j= 1 > . . . . k, .sg = 0, and I)(S) = .yk for all s 2 sA. Thus, the path ;’ has exactly 
k jumps, and they all occur before or at time t. 
For any non-negative integers .iO, . . . . . i,, such that ,io + . +.i,, = k, and 
any times (t, , . . . . t,,) E D,,, let Z(j,,, . ..., j,,; t,, . . . . t,,) be the collection of paths 
;‘E f with exactly i, jumps at times less than or equal to time t, + , and 
strictly greater than time t,, i = 0, ._., t7. We adopt the convention that t,, = 0 
and f,, + , = t. For any fixed times (t,, . . . . t,,) E D,,, the collection 
(Z(jo, . ..., j,,; t, , . . . . r,,): ,io + I +.i,, = k. ,i; non-negative integers 
for each i = 0, .,,, II) 
is a partition of the set of those paths with exactly k jumps before or at 
time t. 
If for s = (s], . . . . .vk) E DA and ,Y = (x~ , . . . . sA ) E E,, y = Jk( (s, .Y)) belongs 
to the set S(.io, . . . . . j,,; t, , . . . . t,,), then 
y(r, ) = ;‘(.s,,,), 
;I( f? 1 = ;‘(.s,,, + ,, )> 
dt,,) = ;‘(.s,,,+ l ,,, ,I, 
7(f) = Y(S,,, i- + ,,,I 
Let W be the set {X,, E B, , . . . . X,,, E B,, j, B, , . . . . B,, E &?(R”), and let 
qj,, . . ..j.,; t , , . . . . t,,; B,, . . . . B,,) 
be the collection of all paths yEE(,jor . . . . j,,; I,, . . . . t,,) such that 
y( t, ) E B, , . . . . ~(t,,) E B,,. Then 
J;-‘(W)=J;’ 
! 
U Xi,, . . ..j.,; t,. . . . . t,,; B,, . . . . B,,) /o + i ,?, =k J 
= u Wo, . . ..j.,: f,, . . . . r,,) 
,,, + + in = A 
x 
( 
Rd(/~~~-'I~B,xRd(" ')x xB,&/" 
n -1 
E, . 
where T(io, . ..., j,,; t , , . . . . t,,) is the set of all (s,, . . . . sA) such that 
o<s, < ‘.’ <s,,,<t,, 
t I < S,” + 1 < ..’ <s,,,+,,Gtz, 
t,, < J,” + i ,,, / + 1 < <s,,, + + ,,, d t. 
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The Lebesgue measure of each of the sets T(.j,,, . . . . . j,,; f, , . . . . t,,) is 
I ml, . . ..j..; [I. “‘> t,,)l = 
(f-f,,)‘““‘(t*-t,)” t; 






=lCI Q(Wk)AQ(Wk- ,)A...Q(W,)A 
for Bore1 subsets W,, . . . . W, of R”, and Bore1 subsets C of Dk. The set 
function L, is additive on the product sets in D, x E,, and an induction 
argument, similar to the proof of Theorem 1, shows that the additive 
extension of L, is bounded by IIA Ilk t”/k! on the algebra Y generated by 
product sets in D, x E,. The extension is again denoted by L,. Then 
L, 
i 
T(j,, . . . . j,,; r,, . . . . t,,) x R”‘” ’ x B, x R”” ’ x x B,, x Rdjfl 
=(t-t,,)"'...(tr-f,)" tl" 
(j, ! .jo ! A'"Q(B,,)...A"Q(B,)A'". 
It follows that Nk,,( W) = L,(J;-‘( W)). Because A is weak*-continuous, 
L, is separately o-additive, so it is o-additive on Y by Proposition 2. It has 
a-additive extension, also denoted by L,, to a(Y)), by Proposition 3. 
For each d E L”(Rd, C), a,(S) 4 = C,“=, L, “.J, ‘(S) Q uniformly for 
SE ,Sq. It is clear that the operator valued measures L, c J, ‘, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
are concentrated on f, so A, is also concentrated on f. 1 
Let M, be the (S, Q, t)-set function associated with the Schrodinger 
equation in the momentum representation (3). An appeal to [S] proves 
that the function 
is the solution to the Cauchy problem (3) with bounded initial data. 
This representation has been obtained previously by Maslov and 
Chebotarev [ 111. 
Clearly in Theorem 3, the space Lr(R”, C) can be replaced by 
L”(A, a(n), p; C) for any locally compact Hausdorff space n and any 
a-finite, regular Bore1 measure 11: 99(/l) --f [0, ~1. In particular, any matrix 
generates a process with a finite state space, in the above sense. Such a 
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process, which is measured by operator valued set functions in place of a 
probability, may be viewed as a generalization of a finite state Markov 
chain. 
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